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ABSTRACT: Hydrogels actuators (HAs) that can reversibly respond to stimuli have applications in diverse fields. However,
faster response rates and improved control over actuation timing and location are required to fulfill their potential. To address
these criteria, we synthesized near-infrared light-driven HAs by interfacing genetically engineered elastin-like polypeptides with
reduced-graphene oxide sheets. The resulting nanocomposites exhibited rapid and tunable motions controlled by light position,
intensity, and path, including finger-like flexing and crawling. This work demonstrates the ability of rationally designed proteins
to be combined with synthetic nanoparticles for the creation of macroscale functional materials.
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Hydrogel actuators (HAs) are water swollen polymer
networks that reversibly change their dimensions or

shapes when external stimuli (e.g., solvent composition,1,2

temperature,1,3 and external fields4,5) cause local or global
changes in network swelling. HAs with tunable speed and
motion are highly sought after to fulfill applications in various
fields, including biology,6 medicine,7,8 microfluidics,2,9 and
robotics.10,11 To fulfill the biorelated applications, HAs that
utilize materials and stimuli that are compatible with
biomolecules and cells are also desired.
Light-driven HAs are particularly attractive systems but have

limitations that must be addressed to expand their utility. Light
is applied remotely, so solution-wide changes and the
introduction of potentially invasive wires or electrodes are
avoided.1,5 In addition, light is easily controlled with higher
spatial and temporal resolution than other stimuli.12 Light
drives actuation by causing the photoisomerization/ionization
of chromophores or by photothermal heating of chromophores
or nanoparticles in thermoresponsive matrices.4,9,12−15 Exam-
ples of the former strategy were limited by slow actuation
kinetics,16 the requirement for specific solution conditions,17 or
the use of potentially damaging ultraviolet wavelengths.12,16

The latter strategy is potentially better-suited to biological
applications because it can use near-infrared (nIR) wavelengths
that are not significantly absorbed by most biomaterials.14

However, macroscale photothermal HAs exhibit slow actuation
kinetics (on the order of minutes)9,15,18 due to limited rates of
water diffusion into and out of the networks.19 In addition,
previous photothermal HAs had isotropic structures that
changed size relatively evenly in each dimension, making
nonlinear motions difficult to achieve.4,9,15 In contrast,
actuation into more complex shapes can be achieved by
creating hydrogel networks with anisotropic composition,1,20

cross-linking,21 or porosity.3 With these limitations in mind and
with an eye toward future biorelated applications, we created
light-driven HAs that could rapidly undergo nonlinear motions
by combining reduced graphene oxide (rGO) nanosheets and
elastin-like polypeptides (ELPs).

rGO sheets are derived from the oxidation, exfoliation, and
subsequent reduction of graphite. They show great potential
due to their unique combination of mechanical, electrical, and
optical properties.22 rGO efficiently generates heat by absorbing
nIR light. Its photothermal efficiency is better than unreduced
GO and it is easier to prepare than pristine graphene.14

Although still under investigation, rGO has also shown
promising biocompatibility.23 The challenge of working with
rGO in aqueous environments is that its hydrophobic nature
makes it prone to aggregation without functionalization
strategies.24

ELPs are recombinantly produced protein-based polymers
(PBPs) based upon repeating sequences of the pentapeptide,
Val-Pro-Gly-Val-Gly, a motif found in mammalian tropoelas-
tin.25 ELPs, like all PBPs, have distinct advantages compared to
chemically synthesized polymers and natural proteins26,27

typically used for creating hydrogels. Namely, we can modularly
encode functional motifs of interest into their backbones using
genetic engineering.28 This allows for fine control over their
self-assembly;29,30 mechanical properties;31 and interactions
with cells,32,33 molecules,34 ions,35 and surfaces.36 We chose
ELPs, in particular, because they possess tunable thermores-
ponsiveness in aqueous solutions;25 below a transition
temperature (Tt) they are soluble and above it they phase
separate. When cross-linked to form hydrogels, this inverse
temperature transition (ITT) results in large changes in
swelling over a broad range of temperatures.31 Furthermore,
elastomeric proteins such as ELPs can undergo large, elastic
deformations with little loss of energy.37 Finally, ELPs have
exhibited excellent biocompatibility.38,39

Our three-step strategy for creating ELP-rGO composite
HAs is shown schematically in Figure 1. First, we functionalized
rGO with a rationally designed ELP to create hybrid
nanoparticles (Figure 1a). Second, we cross-linked the hybrid
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nanoparticles into an ELP-based network in the presence of
water vapor to create an anisotropic microstructure (Figure
1b). Third, we irradiated the hydrogels with nIR light to locally
shrink the ELP network and induce bending motions (Figure
1c).
We created a 50 pentapeptide long ELP, V50GB to

functionalize the rGO sheets. V50GB displays a short
graphene-binding (GB) peptide at its C-terminus to promote
anchoring to rGO surfaces (Figure 1b, protein sequences in
Supporting Information, Table S1). The GB sequence
(HNWYHWWPH) was originally discovered by phage display
against CNTs40 but we reasoned that it would also have affinity
to hydrophobic rGO surfaces due to the presence of several
hydrophobic, aromatic amino acid residues. It has the

advantage of being much smaller than whole proteins
previously used to functionalize graphene-based materials.24,41

We used bacterial expression to synthesize the ELP then
verified its molecular weight and monodispersity by mass
spectrometry (Supporting Information, Figure S1), and its
thermoresponsiveness by measuring temperature-dependent
light absorbance (Supporting Information, Figure S2).
V50GB bound to rGO sheets and modified their surface and

colloidal properties. We confirmed binding by atomic force
microscopy (AFM) imaging before and after ELP exposure
(Figure 2a,b). The AFM height traces show a uniform increase
in rGO thickness from ∼1 to ∼4 nm after V50GB exposure.
The control ELP, V50, also increased the thickness but only by
∼1 nm. On the basis of further solution binding studies, rGO

Figure 1. Strategy for creating ELP-rGO composite hydrogel actuators. (a) Schematic of V50GB binding to an idealized rGO sheet via the graphene-
binding motif. The elastin-like and graphene-binding peptide sequences are shown. (b) Schematics of our method to introduce anisotropic porosity
using water vapor exposure during the cross-linking process and of the resulting hydrogel network composed of (1) V50GB bound to rGO, (2)
V50CK1, and (3) 4-arm cross-linkers. (c) Schematics of site-specific nIR-initiated bending of an anisotropic hydrogel and the corresponding local
deswelling of the gel network.

Figure 2. Effects of ELP binding to rGO. (a) AFM images (2 μm × 5 μm) of rGO sheets (top), V50-treated rGO (middle), and V50GB-treated rGO
(bottom). (b) AFM height profiles from (a) show the height increase due to ELP binding. (c) Schematic of hybrid nanoparticles going from a
dispersed to aggregated state in response to temperature or nIR-light due to the ITT. (d) Images of reversible temperature induced aggregation of
V50GB-treated rGO. (e) Images of aggregation induced by exposure to an 808 nm nIR laser. Aggregation occurred above the laser spot site (white
asterisk) due to convection.
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was found to bind ∼6 times its mass in V50GB (Supporting
Information, Figure S3). V50GB-modified rGO nanoparticles
were much less prone to aggregation in response to increased
ionic strengths and decreased pH, while V50-modifed rGO
provided only modest changes (Supporting Information, Table
S2). In addition, we could dry the hybrid V50GB-rGO
nanoparticles and redisperse them in good organic solvents
for ELPs, such as dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), N,N-
dimethylformamide (DMF), and N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone
(NMP), at concentrations higher than achievable for rGO
alone (Supporting Information, Figure S4).42 These results
show that the ELP chains effectively suppress rGO aggregation
when immobilized via the GB motif.
In terms of stimuli-responsiveness, we found that the

thermoresponsive behavior of the ELPs persisted after binding
to rGO. Hybrid nanoparticles heated and then cooled around
the Tt reversibly aggregated and redispersed (Figure 2c,d).
Aggregation also occurred when the hybrids were irradiated
with an 808 nm nIR laser (Figure 2e), which demonstrated
successful coupling of the photo and thermal responses of rGO
and ELPs, respectively.
We fabricated ELP-rGO nanocomposite hydrogels with

anisotropic porosity. We mixed V50GB-rGO hybrid nano-
particles, V50CK1, an ELP having one primary amine at its N-
terminus and one near its C-terminus (characterization and
sequence in Supporting Information), and N-hydroxysuccini-
mide (NHS) ester-functionalized 4-armed poly(ethylene
glycol) molecules in DMSO/DMF (ELPs are not thermores-
ponsive in water-free solvents). In this mixture, cross-links form
from the reaction of the primary amines on the ELPs with the
NHS esters (Figure 1b). This method allows for seamless
incorporation of the rGO sheets and may suppress their
segregation from the surrounding matrix after synthesis.43 To
introduce anisotropic porosity, we dispensed the pregel
mixtures into glass-bottom molds and exposed their top
surfaces to water vapor as they cross-linked at 37 °C (Figure
1b). Water absorption allowed an ITT-induced phase
separation to occur and resulted in a localized porous structure
at the exposed surface (Figure 3a−c). The porous region
accounted for approximately 20% of each gel’s thickness but

absorbs over four times more water per unit of dry mass than
the nonporous region (Supporting Information, Table S3).
Water could diffuse more quickly into and out of the gel at the
porous surface. Consequently, the entire gel curled in response
to solution-wide heating and cooling due to faster deswelling
and swelling of the porous layer, respectively (Figure 3d,
Supporting Information, Movie S1).
While whole hydrogel curling resulted from changes in

solution temperature, site-specific, hinge-like bending occurred
in response to nIR-laser irradiation (Figure 4a, Supporting
Information, Movie S2). The hydrogels always bent such that
the porous surface was on the concave side, regardless of which
surface was exposed to the beam. We determined that bending
rates and angles increased with increasing laser intensity and
rGO concentration by analyzing videos of bending hydrogels
(Figure 4b,c). The gels unbent upon removal of the nIR light,
recovering ∼74−84% within 10 s (Supporting Information,
Figure S5). We also followed the trajectories of the hydrogel
during 100 repeated cycles of bending and unbending and
found that there was little change over the course of the
experiment (Supporting Information, Figure S6). Similar
motions were not observed in composite hydrogels synthesized
with isotropic networks. For such gels, even after one minute of
nIR irradiation, only small changes in shape were evident
(Supporting Information, Movie S3). This is consistent with
the slow kinetics observed with previous macroscale photo-
thermally driven hydrogels.15,18 Therefore, introducing porosity
using our vapor diffusion method was critical to achieving
photomechanical responses that do not require extended
heating times.
We created nanocomposite HAs that exhibit diverse

mechanical motions by controlling their shape and surface
patterns and by modulating laser positioning, timing, and
movement. As a demonstration, we patterned a hand-shaped
matrix (Figure 5a) and sequentially irradiated its “fingers” to
create joint-like flexing motions (Supporting Information,
Movie S4). We could bend the fingers in arbitrary order and
any position along each finger could serve as a “joint”.
Therefore, unlike previous polymeric actuators, bending
positions did not need to be predetermined and fixed during

Figure 3. Microstructure and consequent behavior of ELP-rGO nanocomposite hydrogel actuators. (a) Cross-sectional SEM image showing the
sharp microstructural contrast between the top and bulk of the hydrogel. (b) SEM images of the highly porous top surface and (c) relatively
nonporous bottom surface. (d) Images of an anisotropic hydrogel reversibly curling in response to cooling or heating of the surrounding solution.
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the synthesis process.44 In addition to bending site, bending
directions could also be manipulated. By rastering the laser in a
line across a hydrogel in different directions, we could influence
the resulting bending axis (Figure 5b, Supporting Information,

Movie S5). We also showed that the preferred bending
direction could be changed by surface patterning. Specifically,
we blocked water vapor from entering specific regions of our
molds that made those regions stiffer than the exposed regions
(Supporting Information, Figure S7a). Typically, the bending
axis corresponded to a hydrogel’s shorter dimension at the
irradiation site; however, in our patterned gels the increased
stiffness of the blocked regions was sufficient to make bending
along the longer dimension more favorable (Supporting
Information, Figure S7b).
We created light-driven crawlers by exploiting the photo-

mechanical response of the ELP-rGO composite hydrogels
(Figure 5c and Supporting Information Movie S6). Hydrogels
were synthesized on curved substrates to create arch-shaped
gels (vapor-exposed face on concave side). After cross-linking
and exchange into water, we placed them porous side down
onto glass slides. We initiated each stepping cycle by exposing
the “rear” edge of the hydrogel to the nIR laser. This caused the
rear edge to fold underneath at which point we stopped the
laser. Afterward, the front edge rose and the back edge
generated a forward-directed force by pushing against the glass
as it uncurled. This caused the entire gel to move forward ∼3
mm each cycle. Unlike previous motile hydrogels, our
hydrogels do not require additional chemical reactants nor
ratcheted substrates.5,20

In summary, we showed that rationally designed ELPs could
be used to noncovalently functionalize and regulate the
colloidal properties of rGO. The modified rGO nanosheets
were seamlessly integrated into anisotropically porous ELP-
based hydrogels, and these hydrogels showed rapid, reversible,
and tunable bending motions at specific positions that could be
determined on the fly. More broadly, our actuators demonstrate
the synergistic properties that can be obtained by rationally
combining PBPs with synthetic nanomaterials. The control of
PBP properties afforded by genetic engineering will allow this
strategy to be applied to other nanoparticles of interest and for
simple modular incorporation of other functional peptides, such
as different graphene-binding sequences45 or specific cell/
molecule binding motifs.28 Therefore, a wide variety of
technological applications can be explored in the future,
including light-controlled dynamic cell-culture, drug delivery,
microfluidics, and soft robotics.

Figure 4. Light-controlled bending of ELP-rGO composite hydrogels.
(a) Images of site-specific nIR-induced bending of an anisotropic
hydrogel. Measurement of bending angle, θ, as a function of exposure
time, t. θ(0) = ∠LOL = 0. θ(m) = ∠LOM. θ(n) = ∠LON. (b) Change
in bending angle in response to nIR laser exposure for hydrogels with
varying rGO concentrations. Weight percent values correspond to the
mass of V50GB-rGO hybrids divided by the total mass of V50GB-rGO
hybrids, V50CK1, and 4-arm PEG cross-linker (error bars represent
one standard deviation from the mean). (c) Change in bending angle
of 2.6 wt % gels in response to nIR laser exposure of different power
densities.

Figure 5. Controlled motion of hydrogel actuators. (a) Images of the fingers of a hand-shaped hydrogel bending and unbending in response to the
location of a nIR laser spot. (b) Images of the laser raster direction-dependent folding axis of a circular composite hydrogel (center). The raster
directions are indicated by double-headed arrows (1 mm tick marks). (c) Schematic and images of a light-driven crawler. A hydrogel molded with a
slight curvature is placed with porous side facing down. The laser is applied so as to induce gel curling. Subsequent uncurling during recovery after
the laser is removed pushes the gel forward (1 mm tick marks).
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